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Ðåçþìå. Ïîñòàíîâêà çàäà÷i ñèíòåçó àíòåí çà ïîòóæíiñòþ äîïîâíåíà
ñóòò¹âîþ ôiçè÷íîþ óìîâîþ ðiâíîñòi íîðì çàäàíî¨ i îäåðæàíî¨ äiàãðàì. Çà
äîïîìîãîþ ìåòîäó Ëàãðàíæà çàäà÷à çâåäåíà äî áåçóìîâíî¨ ìiíiìiçàöi¨ ç
íåâiäîìèì ïàðàìåòðîì (ìíîæíèêîì Ëàãðàíæà), ÿêèé âiäïîâiäà¹ çà âèêî-
íàííÿ çãàäàíî¨ óìîâè. Ðiâíÿííÿì Åéëåðà äëÿ öi¹¨ çàäà÷i ¹ íåëiíiéíå
iíòåíàëüíå ðiâíÿííÿ òèïó Ãàììåðøòåéíà ç êóái÷íîþ çàëåæíiñòþ ïiäiíòåã-
ðàëüíî¨ ôóíêöi¨ âiä ìîäóëÿ øóêàíî¨ ôóíêöi¨ i ëiíiéíî¨ çàëåæíiñòþ âiä ¨¨
àðãóìåíòà (ôàçîâîãî ìíîæíèêà). Ðiâíÿííÿ ðîçâ'ÿçó¹òüñÿ ìîäèôiêîâàíèì
ìåòîäîì Íüþòîíà. ×èñëîâi ðåçóëüòàòè ïðîäåìîíñòðîâàíi íà ïðèêëàäi
ëiíiéíî¨ àíòåíè, ÿêà îïèñó¹òüñÿ iíòåãðàëüíèì ïåðåòâîðåííÿì Ôóð'¹ ôiíiò-
íî¨ ôóíêöi¨. Âèÿâëåíî i ïðîàíàëiçîâàíî ÷èñåëüíî ïðîöåñ ãàëóæåííÿ ðîç-
â'ÿçêiâ çàäà÷i.
Abstract. The problem formulation of the antenna synthesis according to
the prescribed power radiation pattern is generalized by taking into account
the important physical restriction on the norm of the synthesized pattern. By
the Lagrange method, the problem is reduced to an unconditional variational
problem with unknown parameter (Lagrange multiplier), which provides the
condition of the norm equality. The Lagrange�Euler equation for this problem
is a nonlinear integral equation of the Hammerstein type with cubic depen-
dence of the integrand on modulus of the unknown function. The argument
(phase) factor of this function is involved in the integrand linearly. The mod-
i�ed Newton method is used to solve this nonlinear equation. Numerical
results are demonstrated on the example of the linear antenna. The solution
branching is observed numerically and analyzed.

1. Introduction
The antenna power synthesis problem [1] belongs to the phase optimization

problems in which the argument (phase) of a desired complex function is not
the given function, but it is an additional parameter to be optimized. In con-
trast to the more usual synthesis problem according to the prescribed amplitude
pattern [2], the main term in the functional of the power problem to be min-
imized, is the mean square di�erence between not the modulus (amplitudes)
of obtained and desired radiation patterns, but between their squared values
(powers). Increasing the algebraic degree of the unknown function leads to the
higher nonlinearity of the problem and causes new theoretical and computa-
tional complications.

Key words. Antenna power synthesis problem, Nonlinear integral equation, Modi�ed New-
ton method, Branching of solutions
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The possibility to provide the local irregularities in the desired pattern more
precisely than in the synthesis problem by the given amplitude radiation pattern
is one of the advantages of the power synthesis.

In its earlier formulation the power synthesis had some disadvantage con-
nected with absence of any restriction onto the norm of radiation pattern. In
this case the radiation pattern is involved in all terms of nonlinear integral
equation as an linear multiplier, what admits, in particular, the existence of
zero solution. Moreover, it is turned out that this solution is unique at certain
combinations of parameters.

To avoid the above disadvantage, and to take into account some physical re-
quirements on the synthesized radiation pattern, we supplement the functional
to be optimized by additional condition describing the norm equality of the
desired and obtained radiation patterns. Some modi�cations of this condition
were used in [3]�[5] in other formulations of the antenna synthesis problems.
Such conditional minimization problem can be reduced to the unconditional
one by the Lagrange multipliers method.

The Lagrange-Euler equation for resulting functional is an nonlinear integral
equation of the Hammerstein type. It contains the unknown function in the
integrand as a cubic algebraic term.

The equation is numerically solved by the modi�ed Newton method. Since
the problem has nonunique solutions, they can be separated only by the ap-
propriate choice of the initial approximations. Di�erent types of solutions were
found and analyzed. Their branching points were observed numerically as well.
Of course, such an approach does not investigate the branching process com-
pletely. This question is a subject of special studies. For this purpose the
approach based on the complex polynomial presentation of the solutions [6]
can be appied.

Some results of this paper were announced in [7].

2. Problem formulation
The current u on the antenna and radiation pattern f generated by it, are

connected by the relation
f = Au, (1)

where A is a linear bounded operator. The antenna synthesis problem according
to the prescribed power radiation pattern F 2 consists in minimization of the
functional [1]

σα(u) = ||F 2 − |f |2||22 + α||u||21, (2)

where ‖ ·‖1, ‖ ·‖2 are the mean square norms in the spaces of the currents and
radiation patterns, respectively, α > 0 is a given positive coe�cient (weight
factor); further we assume ‖F‖2

2 = 1. We supplement this functional by the
condition

||f ||22 = 1. (3)
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Using the Lagrange multipliers method, we reduce the problem (2)-(3) to
minimization of the functional

σα,µ(u) = ||F 2 − |f |2||22 + α||u||21 − µ||f ||22 (4)
with unde�ned coe�cient (Lagrange multiplier) µ. Fixing µ, we denote by uµ

and fµ the current u minimizing σα,µ(u) and radiation pattern f generated by
it, respectively. Then the condition (3) may be considered as the transcendental
equation for determining µ. Another way to solve the problem is to �nd u, f
and µ simultaneously.

The Lagrange-Euler equation for the functional (4) can be written in the
form

αf − 2AA∗[(F 2 − |f |2)f ]− µAA∗f = 0. (5)
Here A∗ is the operator adjoint to A. After f and µ is found from (5), (3),

the desired �eld distribution u is calculated as

u =
1
α

(
2A∗[(F 2 − |f |2)f ] + µA∗f

)
. (6)

Equation (3) may be supplemented to (5), and they together may be con-
sidered as the equation system for determining f and µ. The modi�ed Newton
method described in [9] in the context of similar systems of equation, can be
applied to system (5), (3). In order to use it, we convert equations (5), (3) to
the convenient form

Φ(f, µ) ≡ αf − 2AA∗[(F 2 − |f |2)f ]− µAA∗f = 0, (7)

Ψ(f) ≡ ||f ||2 − 1 = 0. (8)
The next approximation to the unknown f and µ is calculated in the used

method as

fp+1 = fp + δf ′p + iδf ′′p, (9)

µp+1 = µp + δµp, (10)
where δf ′p, δf ′′p, δµp are found from the linear equation system




[α− µpAA∗ − 2AA∗(F 2

−|fp|2) + 4AA∗(f ′p)]
4AA∗(f ′0f

′′
0 ) −AA∗(f ′0)

4AA∗(f ′pf
′′
p )

[α− µpAA∗ − 2AA∗(F 2−
|fp|2) + 4AA∗(f ′′p )]

−AA∗(f ′′0 )

2f
′
p −2f

′′
p 0



×

×



δf ′p
δf ′′p
δµp


 =



−Φ

′
p

−Φ
′′
p

−Ψp


. (11)
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In the case when the parameter µ is �xed, equation (8) does not participate in
the system, then the last row in system (11), as well as the last column in its
matrix are omitted.

3. Numerical results
The proposed approach has been tested on the example of the synthesis

problem for the linear antenna of limited length, which is described by the
Fourier transform operator mapping on the compactly bounded functions. The
desired power pattern F 2 is assumed to be given also as a compactly bounded
function. In this case the operators A, A∗, and the kernel K(ξ1, ξ2) of the
operator AA∗ have the forms

f(ξ) = Au ≡
1∫

−1

u(x)eicxξdx, (12)

A∗g =
c

2π

1∫

−1

g(ξ)e−icxξdξ, (13)

K(ξ, ξ′) =
sin c(ξ − ξ′)
π(ξ − ξ′) , (14)

where x is the normalized coordinate on the antenna, ξ = sinϑ/ sinϑ0 is the
generalized angular coordinate in the far zone, 2ϑ0 is the angle where the pre-
scribed power pattern F 2 di�ers from zero, c = ka sinϑ0 is the characteristic
physical parameter, 2a is the antenna length.

The Lagrange-Euler equation for the functional (4) for this example has the
form

αf(ξ′)− 2
π

∫ 1

−1

sin c(ξ − ξ′)
π(ξ − ξ′) [(F 2(ξ)− |f(ξ)|2)f(ξ)]dξ−

−µ

∫ 1

−1

sin c(ξ − ξ′)
π(ξ − ξ′) f(ξ)dξ = 0. (15)

The numerical results are presented for the prescribed power patterns
F 2(ξ) ≡ 1/2 and F 2(ξ) ≡ cos(πx/2), |x| ≤ 1; for |x| > 1 these functions equal
zero.

The main result of the optimization is the mean-square deviation σ0 = ||F 2−
|f |2||22 of the power patterns (the �rst term in functional (4)), two other terms
have the auxiliary sense. Dependencies of σ0 on the parameter c are shown
for these two prescribed patterns in Fig.1, respectively, for di�erent solutions
of equation (15). The results depend essentially on the parameter α (weight
factor in functional (4)); its values are given in the �gures. The solutions branch
at some values of c; these values are denoted by cn1 (the index n values relate
to di�erent α).

The real solutions to (15) exist for two given F 2(ξ) and all values of c (dashed
lines in the �gures). Di�erent behaviour of σ0 for di�erent F 2 at small c is
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Fig. 1. The mean-square deviation of power patterns for di�er-
ent solutions to (15); (A) F 2(ξ) ≡ 0.5; (B) F 2(ξ) = cos2(πξ/2)

explained by the fact, that the real solution to (15) is asymptotically constant
at c → 0. Therefore, the function F 2(ξ) ≡ const can be easily approximated at
small c. This property is inherent only to this given F 2.

Note, that at µ = 0 and �xed α equation (15) has only zero solution at
small c. This is explained by the fact that the second term in functional (4) is
dominant at small c.

At the points c = cn1 the complex solutions with odd phase functions
arg f(−ξ) = − arg f(ξ) (solid lines) branch o� from the real solutions. The
branching points approximately coincide with the �rst maximums of σ0 as a
function of c for the real solution. It is easy to check from (6) that the current
distribution on the antenna, which generates the pattern with odd arg f(ξ), is
real, but it has zero points in the interval x ∈ [−1, 1]. This fact is important
from the practical point of view, because in this case no phase transformer
device is needed for its creation.

The next characteristic points in Fig.1 are the points c = cn2 where two new
complex solutions simultaneously arise with odd and even phases, respectively.
They have the same |f(ξ| and hence the same σ0(u). However, the current
u(x) is di�erent for these solutions. One of them, corresponding the the odd
arg f(ξ), is real and has zero points in x ∈ [−1, 1], whereas the second one,
with the even phase (arg f(−ξ) = arg f(ξ)) is even complex function (in some
cases it also can have zeros on the antenna). The solutions with odd phase
branch o� from one of the same type (that is, with the odd phase), whereas
the solution with even phase branch o� from the real one; both them arise at
the same point cn2. Consequently, at least four solutions exist at c > cn2: one
real (that is, with zero phase), one with even phase, and two with odd phases.
In Fig. 1 the results only for one solution with odd phase are presented.

Note that the evenness of the phase distributions arg f(ξ) and arg u(x) is
caused by the symmetry of the given function F 2(ξ) and both intervals x ∈
[−1, 1] and ξ ∈ [−1, 1].
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As it is investigated so far, the solution behavior for the considered problem
is qualitatively similar to that for the synthesis problem according to the am-
plitude radiation pattern (the rigorous solutions to this problem see in [8], [9]).
However, this analogy can be not complete: the problem considered here has
nonlinearity of the higher degree and can have additional solutions di�erent in
the behavior from those of the mentioned problem.

At �xed c the current norm almost does not depend on α for the solutions
of all types. This is caused by the fact that this norm is hardly a�ected by the
radiation pattern norm, which is �xed in our formulation.

Fig. 2. Power (a)
and phase (b) ob-
tained patterns;
F 2(ξ) ≡ 0.5;
α = 0.4; c = 5

Fig. 3. Amplitude
(a) and phase (b)
distributions of the
currents; F 2(ξ) ≡
0.5; α = 0.4; c = 5

The optimal directivity patterns f(ξ) and the currents u(x) which create
them, corresponding to the solutions of di�erent type for the desired function
F 2(ξ) ≡ const, are presented in Figs. 2, 3; the parameters are shown in the
captions. The curves are labeled as follows: (1) � real solution; (2) � �rst
solution with odd phase; (3) � second solution with odd phase; (4) � solution
with even phase. Analogous results for the case F 2(ξ) ≡ cos(πx/2) are shown
in Figs. 4, 5. In this case the amplitude of power pattern in all solutions almost
coincides with the desired one.
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Fig. 4. Power (a)
and phase (b) ob-
tained patterns;
F 2(ξ) = cos2(πξ/2);
α = 0.9;
c = 7

Fig. 5. Amplitude
(a) and phase (b)
distributions of the
currents; F 2(ξ) =
cos2(πξ/2); α = 0.9;
c = 7
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